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Homeless Continuum of Care of Stark County (HCCSC) 
HCCSC Members Meeting (Zoom) 

July 19, 2021 
 

 
I. Welcome and Introductions 

At 2:03pm Marcie Bragg, Chair of the HCCSC Board and Executive Director of the Stark Housing Network, Inc. 
(SHNI), called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the HCCSC Members meeting. Marcie welcomed 
new HCCSC Members and SHNI Board members to the meeting. Due to utilizing a virtual platform to hold the 
meeting, Marcie requested that Members mute themselves after speaking and enter any questions in the chat box. 
Marcie introduced Barbara Poppe and Matt White who have been contracted by the SHNI to conduct a 
Homelessness Prevention Evaluation Project (HPEP). Barbra Poppe has over 30 years of experience working to 
end homelessness, which includes serving as the as the chair of the United States Interagency Council on 
Homelessness (USICH) and Executive Director for the Columbus based Community Shelter Board.  Barbara now 
has her own consulting firm, Barbara Poppe and Associates. Matt White, who is working with with Barbara on this 
evaluation has 25 years of experience and previously worked for Abt Associates (HUD technical assistance 
partner) and the Community Shelter Board. Matt White’s expertise focuses on research, policies, data and 
coordinated entry. The HPEP will continue for 2 years and began approximately 8 months ago. The information 
obtained from the HPEP will guide HCCSC policies and practices throughout the two-year process.   

II. Approval of Meeting March 2021 Minutes 

Motion: Marcie requested a motion to approve the March 2021 Homeless Continuum of Care of Stark County 
Member’s meeting minutes. Shirene Starn-Tapyrik motioned to approve. Kim Kroh seconded the motion and it was 
carried     by all members present. 

III. Conflict of Interest 

Marcie reminded everyone of the HCCSC’s conflict of interest policy. During today’s meeting, there are no 
planned agenda items that would create a conflict of interest.   

 
IV. Stark County Homelessness Prevention Evaluation Project (HPEP) (See PowerPoint 1 Attached) 

As presented during the March Members meeting, there has been a significant increase in funding for 
Homelessness Prevention (HP). Typically, the City of Canton awards around $100,000 in HP Emergency 
Solutions Grant (ESG annual) funding and based on recent increases in the availability of HP funding, Stark 
County providers are administering HP programs utilizing the HCCSC’s Coordinated Entry System with a total 
of $1.8 million dollars in funding. A PowerPoint presentation was displayed for all Members’ view. Funding for 
HP has been provided by resources through the Ohio Housing Finance Agency (OHFA), Coalition on 
Homelessness and Housing in Ohio (COHHIO) and Emergency Solution Grant CARES Act (ESG-CV). The 
HPEP reviewed and analyzed data specific to the OHFA project; this was the first HP program funded following 
the start of the pandemic. The goal of the HPEP is to ensure that projects are equitably serving persons with the 
greatest risk of homelessness. Barbara identified the different types of prevention efforts such as homelessness 
diversion, homeless prevention and eviction prevention; the difference between the prevention efforts are the 
length of time before a household would become literally homeless. The OHFA HP projects served households 
that fell into the eviction prevention category of assistance and the goal for the system is to make a shift to focus 
on more diversion and targeted homelessness prevention populations. Barbara presented outcomes from data 
regarding the household types, the race of the household, monthly income, employment status, disability, 
previous homeless experience, and prior living situations; information presented also included the amount of 
assistance provided to households. The analysis of the data shows that the system should target efforts on 
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persons with the greatest risk of becoming homeless, such as non-lease holder households rather than 
leaseholder households. The HPEP is proposing to scale diversion strategies across the system through 
coordination of training efforts, securing private funding to fill existing funding gaps, create a workflow and 
policies for providers, and develop a tool to navigate community resources. HP projects should focusing on 
targeted efforts to reduce shelter admissions by conducting a test run to only serve non-leaseholders, implement 
case conferencing calls for active cases, creating a funding matrix to identify system financial resources, 
developing a dashboard and guidance for an enhanced project model, focus outreach efforts on racial equity / 
strategic targeting (such as zip codes with the highest rates of eviction), and increasing efforts to engage 
landlords. Focus groups will be help with persons that have lived experience / have previously received 
assistance to learn what types of interventions would have been beneficial to resolve their housing crisis that are 
not currently offered by the homeless system.   
 

 
V. Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) - Expansion (See PowerPoint 2 Attached) 

Amanda Burdette, Homeless Navigation Supervisor, representing the lead HMIS agency (StarkMHAR), led the 
Members through the HMIS PowerPoint displayed for Members view. The Homeless Navigation (HN) team had 
a 50% turnover rate in staff since March of 2020 which included the anticipated retirement of the Homeless 
Navigation Supervisor; Amanda Burdette replaced the Homeless Navigation Supervisor. As a result of the 
pandemic, the HN switched to off-site operations; a Homeless Navigation Specialist volunteered to remain in 
office every day to transfer calls to other Homeless Navigation Specialists working off-site. HN staff engaged in 
the daily morning COVID Task Force calls to learn more about the system needs and to report on new trends 
related to incoming calls and shelter capacity. HN transitioned to virtual HMIS trainings and doubled the number 
of trainings offered per month. HN created 46 new projects in HMIS, which doubled the number of projects 
previously in HMIS, and 6 new agencies are now entering data into HMIS. The new agencies that will enter data 
into the HMIS include the Emergency Assistance Collaborative agencies and possibly Stark County Jobs and 
Family Services (SCJFS) and Stark County Community Action Agency (SCCAA). The inclusion of these 
agencies will assist with the Duplication of Benefits requirement of the funding sources. HN also worked closely 
with Veteran service organizations to build an online participant review system within Microsoft Teams. The 
HPEP created additional demands for data and exposed new ways to look at data to make data informed practice 
and policy revisions. HN increased outbound calling efforts to reconnect with participants who reached out for 
assistance and may still need assistance. Providers, Alliance for Children and Families and ICAN Housing, are 
administering Homelessness Prevention projects and meeting on a weekly basis with Homeless Navigation to 
discuss referrals. Homeless Navigation also applied for ESG-CV funding for an HMIS Enhancement project. 
Marcie thanked Homeless Navigation for their efforts and dedication; without the work Homeless Navigation has 
completed over the past years, the system would not have been in a position to expand the number of HMIS 
projects and system users.   
 

VI. FY2021 Continuum of Care Competition 
Marcie reported that HUD has not yet released a notice of funding availability; the last notice was released in 
early July in 2019. HUD released an email notice regarding eSNAPS registration; the SHNI will forward the 
email to Members for instruction and review.  
 

VII. Emergency Housing Vouchers  
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) released 70,000 Emergency Housing Vouchers 
(EHV); 61 vouchers are available to SMHA to administer. HUD guidelines state that housing authorities must 
work in collaboration with the local Continuum of Care to define eligibility criteria and a referral process 
through Coordinated Entry. SMHA worked with the Stark Housing Network, Inc. (SHNI) and Homeless 
Navigation on the contents of the MOU. The MOU was taken to the Coordinated Entry Committee for approval 
of eligible participants prior to the Board’s review; it was determined that the eligible populations to be served 
are literally homeless and those fleeing domestic violence. Other Continuums’ MOU’s were reviewed for 
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comparison and Barbara Poppe stated that the MOU was well strategized with regard to eligible participants. It 
is required that the MOU be executed by July 31st; HUD does not require the MOU to be submitted for 
approval. The MOU between SMHA and the HCCSC was approved by the Board. The vouchers can be utilized 
until September 2030. However, voucher reallocation is only eligible until September 2023. Referrals to the 
EHV project will begin mid-July or early August.   
 

VI. Questions/Old Business/New Business 
a. Serena Draper Hendershot announced that the 3rd Street Church & The Martin Center will present 

Romeo is Bleeding Documentary & a Community Conversation with Romeo Donte Clark this coming 
Thursday; Serena will send out an email with details.  

b. Introductions to new Members were provided for Megan Conkle, YWCA Director of Housing and 
Supportive Services, and Olivia Clokey, Stark County Mental Health and Addiction Recovery 
(StarkMHAR) Recovery Services Coordinator. 

c. The next HCCSC Members meeting is scheduled for November 15, 2021. There may be additional 
meetings based on HUD’s release of a Notice of Funding Availability to review and provide feedback 
on FY2021 CoC Program Competition documents.   
 

VII. Adjournment 
With no further business to be discussed, at 3:30pm the meeting adjourned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Homelessness Prevention:  
Evaluation Results & Recommendations

JULY 2021

MATT WHITE AND BARB POPPE

Barbara Poppe and Associates



Agenda
Welcome, framing and flow 

Introductions

Project Overview & Formative Evaluation Context

Results & Findings – Quantitative Analysis of OHFA-funded HP

Program Improvement Discussion Questions:
◦ What are the major factors contributing to program results?

◦ Program Design
◦ System Design
◦ Client Needs/Preferences
◦ Staff 

◦ What HP changes/adjustments are necessary to achieve goals?
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Introductions & Check-in
Please type in the chat box:

Who am I? What role do I play in identifying 
and implementing system improvements?

◦ Community partner – non-homelessness system
◦ Homelessness assistance provider
◦ CoC system management/oversight
◦ CoC system funder
◦ Advocate
◦ Person with lived expertise of homelessness
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Greatest Risk of Homelessness
• Being Black, Indigenous or other person of color
• Prior histories of homelessness
• Lowest income levels
• Staying in more informal living arrangements
• Immigrant households and people who communicate in 

different languages 
• Survivors of domestic, intimate partner, or sexual violence 
• People with disabilities and disabling conditions
• Prior histories of justice involvement or eviction



Homelessness Prevention Efforts in Context



How/where can we direct quality 
improvement efforts?
System Design: the component parts of the homelessness system and how those parts interact 
 Homeless Navigation Hotline, Coordinated Entry assessment processes, referral connection and linkage protocols, data/HMIS

Program Design: elements and features specific to a particular program
 targeting, eligibility criteria, service design, length of enrollment, how/when to exit clients

Client Focus: engagement and service delivery elements are standardized versus specific to the 
unique needs of individuals
 Client-centered, trauma-informed, empowerment-focused, reinforcing each client’s agency

Staff Capacity: ability of staff to produce high quality results
 training, oversight and support, policy and program guidance, case reviews, shared teams

Other
 Funding, partnerships and collaborations with other systems, local/state/federal policy advocacy
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OHFA HP Project Goals & Design
Goal: 
Assisted households are prevented from experiencing literal homelessness, thereby reducing inflow into the 

homelessness crisis response system

Design: 
Households in crisis self-identify by calling the Homeless Navigation Hotline
Pre-screened for eligibility by Hotline staff
 Residents of Stark County; 
 COVID-19 related hardship; 
 At imminent risk of literal homelessness; 
 income at or below 50% AMI
ACF or ICAN pull eligible households from wait list
Provision of direct client assistance
 financial assistance (average per household = $2,500); 
 case management assistance (average assistance period = 3 months); 
 brokered services via other agency resources or community partnerships

Period of Performance: 
July 1, 2020 – March 31, 2021 (9 months)
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Exhibit 1.  All Clients served from 7/1/2020 – 3/31/2021
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Called the 
Homeless 
Navigation 
Hotline & 

Referred to 
HP but not 

Enrolled

Enrolled in 
HP

Enrolled in HP and
previous 

homelessness  < 2 
years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter 

during same 
period

ICAN Households 24 28 2

ACF Households 24 20 2

Total Households 24 48 4 507



Exhibit 2.  Household Characteristics – by household type
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Characteristic

Called 
Hotline & 
referred 
but not 

enrolled in 
HP

Enrolled in 
HP

Enrolled in HP and
previous 

homelessness  < 2 
years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter during 
same period

Household Type
Households w/ no children 63% 31% 0% 85%

1 adult households 29% 50% 100% 11%
Households w/ 3+ children 8% 15% 0% 5%

Households w/ pregnant 
person

4% 4% 0% 4%

 2/3 of Hotline callers are single adults, but only 1/3 are enrolled in HP
 85% of Shelter clients are single adults, compared to 31% of HP clients
 Large families (3+ children) are more likely to be enrolled in HP, compared to Shelter



Poll Question #1
Single adults represent most (63%) callers of the Homelessness Navigation Hotline deemed 
eligible for HP, but only 31% of actual HP participants.  Which factors are contributing to this 
phenomena?

1. Hotline pre-screening process favors families over singles
2. Program targeting (to lease holders) more likely to favor families
3. Persons on waitlist who are single adults more likely to self-resolve prior to enrollment
4. HP providers selecting families from waitlist 
5. Other
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Exhibit 3.  Household Characteristics – by race 
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Characteristic
Called Hotline & 
referred but not 

enrolled
Enrolled in HP

Enrolled in HP 
and previous 

homelessness  < 2 
years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter during 
same period

Race of head of household
White 63% 40% 0% 60%
Black/African-American 21% 48% 75% 33%
Asian 0% 0% 0% <1%
American Indian 0% 0% 0% <1%
Multiple Races 17% 13% 25% 6%

 HP participants with history of homelessness are Black/multi-racial



Exhibit 4.  Household Characteristics – by household monthly income
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Characteristic
Called Hotline & 
referred but not 

enrolled
Enrolled in HP

Enrolled in HP and
previous 

homelessness  < 2 
years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter during 
same period

Household monthly income
Average (excluding $0) $1,082 $1,288 $1,806 $1,046
Median (excluding $0) $1,125 $1,085 $1,806 $807
$0 33% 25% 50% 49%
0% – 30% AMI 33% 40% 0% 38%
31% - 49% AMI 21% 31% 50% 10%
50% - 59% AMI 0% 2% 0% 2%
60% - 79% 0% 2% 0% 1%
80%+ AMI 0% 0%. 0% 6%

 HP clients are much less likely to have zero income at entry compared to Shelter clients



Exhibit 2.  Household Characteristics – by employment status
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Characteristic

Called Hotline 
& referred 

but not 
enrolled

Enrolled in 
HP

Enrolled in HP and
previous 

homelessness  < 2 
years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter 

during same 
period

Employment type
Employed 42% 40% 50% 17%
Unemployed 58% 60% 50% 83%

 HP clients are more likely to be employed compared to Shelter clients.



Poll Question #2
HP clients are three times as likely to be employed compared to shelter clients.  What are the 
major factors contributing to this phenomena?

1. The Hotline screening and waitlist process favor clients with some income/employment capacity
2. The target population (lease holders) is more likely to be employed
3. Clients with income more likely/able to navigate application process for emergency financial 

assistance prior to experiencing literal homelessness
4. HP providers are selecting employed clients from the waitlist
5. Other
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Exhibit 2.  Household Characteristics – by disability
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Characteristic
Called Hotline & 
referred but not 

enrolled
Enrolled in HP

Enrolled in HP and
previous homelessness  < 

2 years ago

Enrolled in Shelter 
during same period

Disability characteristics

Disabled head of household 50% 35% 25% 86%
Has health insurance 96% 77% 100% 88%
Physical disability – anyone 17% 8% 0% 22%
Developmental disability - any 0% 2% 0% 6%
Chronic health issue – anyone 0% 21% 0% 37%
HIV/AIDS – anyone 25% 0% 0% 2%
Mental health issue - anyone 42% 10% 25% 72%
Substance use disorder - any 0% 4% 0% 39%
HoH is survivor of DV 0% 0% 0% 2%

 HP households are much less likely than Shelter households to experience various disabilities –
physical, chronic health, mental health, substance use disorders.



Exhibit 2.  Household Characteristics – by previous homelessness
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Characteristic
Called Hotline & 
referred but not 

enrolled
Enrolled in HP

Enrolled in HP 
and previous 

homelessness  < 
2 years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter during 
same period

Prior homelessness

HoH NO previous 
homeless < 2 yrs ? 79% 92% N/A 75%
HoH YES previous 
homeless < 2 yrs 8% 8% 100% 25%
HoH previous 
homeless ever 17% 23% 100% 53%

 Slightly more than half of all Shelter clients had some history of homelessness, 25% 
within the most recent 2 years.  Rates of previous homelessness among HP clients is 
half that of Shelter clients.



Exhibit 2.  Household Characteristics – by prior living situation
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Characteristic
Called Hotline & 
referred but not 

enrolled
Enrolled in HP

Enrolled in HP 
and previous 

homelessness  < 
2 years ago

Enrolled in 
Shelter during 
same period

Living situation prior to program entry

Homeless – sheltered 0% 0% 0% 16%
Homeless – unsheltered 0% 0% 0% 51%
Institutional setting 0% 0% 0% 7%
Permanent housing 92% 100% 100% <1%
Doubled up 8% 0% 0% 25%

 All HP clients come from lease-holding housing. Virtually none of Shelter clients come from 
lease-holding permanent housing.



Exhibit 4.  Length of time financial services cover
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Average Total 
Amount

Number of 
HHs

0-1 month rent equivalent $278 7

2 month rent equivalent $1,450 13

3 month rent equivalent $1,643 17

4 month rent equivalent $2,046 6

5+ month rent equivalent $2,197 5

 Most assisted households (77%) receive financial assistance equal to about 2-3 
months of rent

 Average amount of financial assistance per household was slightly less than $2,000. 
Most assisted household had no ongoing housing subsidy.



Discussion Question #3
In the 9-month study period HP clients were more likely than ES clients to be:

• Lease holders rather than doubled up
• Employed; greater income
• Families with dependent children
• Not disabled
• Have no previous homelessness history

How can the HP program be refined during the current test phase to reduce system inflow and 
prevent literal homelessness?

 System Design 
 Program Design 
 Client Focus
 Staff Capacity
 Other
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Thank you!

Barbara Poppe barbara@poppeassociates.com

Matt White mwhite@housinginnovations.us
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Stark Housing Network, Inc.
STARK COUNTY HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION EVALUATION - RESPONSE 

JULY 2021



Scale Homelessness Diversion Across HCCSC

Coordinate: homeless diversion design and training efforts 
 Consultants, Homeless Assistance Providers, Homeless Navigation, Individuals with Lived Expertise, and Community

Secure: private funding for diversion activities

Create: workflow and policies for homeless navigation and homeless assistance providers

Develop: navigational tool for community resources
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Target Homelessness Prevention to Reduce Shelter Admissions

Coordinate: efforts of a “test run” in order to serve non leaseholder households

Implement: case conferencing calls that focus on active and closed cases

Create: funding matrix to support system-level financial planning

Develop: high-level data dashboard and provider guidebook to support new model

Support: outreach focused on racial equity, strategic targeting, and landlord engagement 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH

COVID 19 RETIREMENT OF HN 
SUPERVISOR JUNE 2020

STAFF TURNOVER OF 
50% IN APRIL 2021



HOMELESS NAVIGATION RESPONSE

Same Day – Pivoted to At Home 
Intakes, Back to Full Staff 

Capacity with Remote Work 
within 2 days

August 2020 – Emergency 
Rental Assistance Intakes Begin

Lock 
Down

June 2020 – Brought new HN 
Supervisor on Board

A New 
Normal

May 13, 2021: Back to Full staff 
on board. 

June 1: All hands-on-deck. 

Our 
Future 
Looks 
Bright



INCREASED 
CAPACITY: 

COMMUNITY
46 NEW PROJECTS ADDED 

AND BUILT IN HMIS

6 NEW AGENCIES ADDED TO 
HMIS



INCREASED CAPACITY: CALL VOLUME - JUNE
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INCREASED CAPACITY: PARTICIPANTS - JUNE
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HOMELESS PREVENTION

ESG Prevention 2020: Referred 57 Households

August 2020 – present: Referred 1309 Households 
to 6 COC-specific rental assistance projects



THE FUTURE

Continue to increase 
community collaboration

Add new programs and projects 
for increased housing capacity 

Stark HMIS Enhancement 
Project



HOMELESS NAVIGATION 330-452-4363

Jennifer Keaton

Program Manager

330-430-3964

Jennifer.Keaton@starkmhar.org

Amanda Burdette

Homeless Navigation Supervisor

330-430-3965

Amanda.Burdette@starkmhar.org
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